Bauhaus Buenos Aires Grete Stern Horacio
from bauhaus to buenos aires: grete stern and horacio coppola - from bauhaus to buenos aires: grete
stern and horacio coppola from bauhaus to buenos aires: grete stern and horacio coppola the museum of
modern art, new york, may 17, 2015 - october 04, 2015 grete stern and horacio coppola from bauhaus
to buenos aires - grete stern - from bauhaus to buenos aires: grete stern and horacio coppola at the museum
of modern art. the bauhaus school of art lasted for only 14 years from 1919 to 1933, but its impacts on modern
art and design from bauhaus to buenos aires: grete stern and horacio coppola - horacio coppola
(argentine, 1906–2012) buenos aires 1931 gelatin silver print 3 1/8 × 4 9/16" (8 × 11.6 cm) the museum of
modern art, new york. pioneras de la modernidad: grete stern y marie langer en ... - de la bauhaus a la
vanguardia argentina: grete stern grete stern, nacida en 1904 en wuppertal (alemania), había estudiado dibujo
y tipo-grafía en la kunstgewerbeschule (escuela de artes aplicadas) en stuttgart 1923-1925.1 federal
register /vol. 80, no. 39/friday, february 27 ... - bauhaus to buenos aires: grete stern and horacio
coppola,’’ imported from abroad for temporary exhibition within the united states, are of cultural significance.
the additional objects are imported pursuant to loan agreements with the foreign owners or custodians. i also
determine that the exhibition or display of the additional objects at the museum of modern art, new york, ny,
from on or ... the museum of modern art presents the first museum survey ... - from bauhaus to
buenos aires: grete stern and horacio coppola will be on view may 17 through october 4, 2015, and features
more than 300 works gathered from museums and private collection across europe and the americas—many
of which have never caso de estudio grete stern - cortesaragon - grete stern (elberfeld, alemania, 1904 buenos aires, 1999) nació en el seno de una fa- milia de comerciantes textiles, se formó con ernst h.
schneidler en artes gráficas en stutt- gart y aprendió fotografía de la mano de walter peterhans, profesor de la
bauhaus.
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